Kirtland’s Warbler Conservation Team
Fall Meeting
September 14-15, 2021
Ralph A. MacMullan Conference Center: Roscommon, MI
(And via Zoom)

MEETING MINUTES
Welcome, Introductions and Meeting Overview - Dr. Carol Bocetti, Steering Committee Chair
Recording minutes: 10:45-20:40
 About 25 in-person attendees and around 50 virtual attendees introduced themselves and
provided details on their connections to the Kirtland’s Warbler Conservation Team.
Human Dimension Subcommittee - Bill Rapai, Chair
Recording minutes: 20:40-21:56
 Bill Rapai, Chair, reported that the Human Dimensions Subcommittee has been focusing efforts
on addressing the gap between Kirtland’s Warblers and private landowners. They will be
directing efforts to having conversations with the forest products industry in the coming
months.
Hartwick Pines Kirtland’s Warbler Tours: 2021 Summary - Craig Kasmer, MI DNR
Recording minutes: 21:56-26:22
-31 States Represented
-39 Michigan Counties Represented
-25 Tours (7a.m. Fri, 7a.m. & 11 a.m. Sat/Sun)
-Memorial Weekend through June 27th
-Participants: 493
-Only two days of rain
-Lots of new birders due to COVID
-Several children in attendance who asked their parents to take them, instead of parents dragging their
kids along!
-Bird species seen on tours: Kirtland’s Warbler, Nashville Warbler, Yellow-rumped Warbler, Palm
Warbler, Chipping Sparrow, Field Sparrow, Clay-colored Sparrow, Vesper Sparrow, Northern Harrier,
American Kestrel, Merlin, Bald Eagle, Rose-breasted Grosbeak, American Goldfinch, Blue Jay, Blackcapped Chickadee, Trumpeter Swan, Common Loon, Upland Sandpiper, Brown Thrasher, Hermit Thrush,
Mourning Dove, Northern Flicker, Dark-eyed Junco, American Robin, Sandhill Crane, Eastern Bluebird,
Common Raven, Eastern Towhee, Mallard, Brewer’s Blackbird, Turkey Vulture, Baltimore Oriole, Great
Crested Flycatcher, Veery, Eastern Kingbird
Breeding Range Subcommittee - Keith Kintigh, Chair
Recording minutes: 47:10 – 3:01:50
 Report on Breeding Range Work Plan Outcomes
o MDNR KW Operational Plan Update: The DNR is in the process of updating their
operational plan for State forest lands. Keith was hoping to have a final approved
document to present at the meeting, but it is still within leadership and so a few
highlights will be covered.



o

o

The plan includes guidance on how DNR will manage habitat, minimize land use
conflicts, cooperate with agencies to minimize cow bird nesting on Kirtland’s
Warbler habitat, and provides a copy of the MOU between the divisions.
 Traditional habitat management vs. experimental habitat management
was clarified in the plan. 25% of DNR’s habitat acres are committed to
experimental management, to try to increase marketability, etc.
 More specificity was added related to developing methods to improve
removal and regeneration of non-merchantable stands.
 The DNR remains committed to the same habitat goals of 1,640 new
acres per year.
 The plan will likely be finalized in the next month and copies will be
distributed to the KW Conservation Team.
Outcome 1. Habitat Management and Coordination
 (2021 Habitat Accomplishments will be reported at Spring 2022 meeting)
 Anticipated habitat short-fall discussion: MDNR, Hiawatha National Forest, and
the Huron-Manistee National Forest all have annual acreage goals and for the
past three or four years, all three agencies have not met their annual habitat
goals. As a consequence of this, we realize there will be a dip in habitat starting
at about 2027. This spring the agencies had a meeting with USFWS and
discussed the reasons for this dip and discovered a big reason for this is the
hardships within the chip market, and a hard time with sales. The DNR intends
to add more than 6,000 acres of habitat, which includes both scarification and
plantings.
 Per Phil Huber, the Forest Service has relied heavily on wildfires to produce KW
habitat and the last major wildfire was 2010. They had cut back on habitat and
later realized there was a systemic problem because KW sales are grouped in
with all of their other sales, and often times higher priority sales would come up
and KW sales would get bumped back to the following year. Phil has committed
to meeting annually with the FS timber sale officer to ensure this does not
happen again over the next decade or so. The FS is committed to 1,211 new
acres per year going forward. The FS has shrunk its KW habitat from 88,000
acres down to 73,000 acres, as they are concentrating their habitat on their
lower sites when are better for the Kirtland’s Warblers.
 Paul Thompson (USFS, Hiawatha NF) reported that from 2009-2011, they had an
outbreak of jack pine bug worm and the resulting salvage sales created about
4,000 acres of KW habitat. Per Paul, the red pine market in the Upper Peninsula
has skyrocketed, so it has been difficult to make their purchasers prioritize KW
habitat. Hiawatha NF is also planning on doing a forest-wide KW EA that
incorporates all of the available habitat and this will also allow them to plan out
10-15 years of sales.
Outcome 2. Improve marketability, program costs and habitat biodiversity.
 An update on the MDNR-MSU Jack Pine Research was provided by Megan
Machusko (Megan is working with David Rothstein at MSU). For more details
regarding the data and various study overviews, Megan can be reached at
machusko@msu.edu.
 Overall goal is to improve the financial sustainability of KW
management by identifying approaches that will reduce management
costs, increase marketability of forest products, or both.







Megan discussed sets of data focusing on precommercial thinning
(growth response to precommercial thinning with 1/3 reduction in
density), operational thinning (mechanically thinning vs. hand thinning),
and planting density (can lower planting densities decrease costs and
increase marketability without decreasing habitat quality for KW?).
Megan also discussed a non-commercial restart project (results will be
reported in the future. The details include:

Update on USFS Kashian-inspired stocking density project – Phil Huber/Eric
O’Neil
 Phil Huber reported that this project in in the Mio District, a 574
clearcut within the old Mack Lake burn, meaning they are 41-year old
trees. Plans are to clearcut and replant in very different densities. 25%

o

will be high density, 25% will be medium density, and then the rest will
be low density or open. The high density JP will be scattered throughout
the area to see if enough KWs would occupy. 300 acres will be
traditional habitat and 274 will be experimental design.
 This is a Stewardship sale, and has been sold this year but has not been
cut yet.
Outcome 3. Evaluate and implement management goals outside of the core breeding
range
 Update from Expanding Breeding Range Workgroup
 Paul Thompson, Co-Chair, provided a background that Breeding Range
Subcommittee is divided in to three groups: cowbird management,
improving the breeding habitat management, and expanding the
breeding range. Each group has three goals: Framing problems and
looking at the issues, developing action steps, and estimating costs of
action steps (which is then passed on the fundraising). Questions they
are working through:
 Is the minimum 100 breeding pairs outside of the core KW habitat
enough birds?
 Where in the U.P., WI, MN, or Ontario does potential habitat exist?
 What are the threats in each area, and what is the cost to deal with
them?
 What is the cost of JP management in these areas and what partners
can be brought in?
 How do we monitor and establish adaptive management resource
feedback loops?
 Shawn Graff, Co-Chair, reported on the element of partnership building.
American Bird Conservancy (ABC) just received a 5-yr commitment from
NRCS through their Regional Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP).
It is an extension of their previous 5-yr program that focuses on early
successional habitat for golden-winged warbler, American woodcock,
and other species. This round of RCPP has been expanded to include
Kirtland’s Warbler as a focal species. This grant will allow ABC to build a
team of professionals that will be working on mapping exercises,
looking at priority areas, and reaching out to private landowners and
public partners. Work has already started in the Ottawa where ABC staff
is creating trails that will also allow them to look for sites where
potential habitat improvement can occur.
 Update on Ontario habitat projects – Peter Burke, GEI Consultants (for notes on
Peter’s complete presentation, please reach out to him at pburke@savanta.ca)
 Peter discussed the Ontario distribution of KWs, coverage to find new
populations (2000-2015), change in focal area (2016-present), recovery
vs. conservation mode, and Fledging Ontario Kirtland’s Warbler Working
Group.

The following map (provided by Dr. Nathan Cooper) shows the tracking of a KW in Ontario during the
month of June (2017). It shows how widely a bird can be moving looking for habitat during breeding
season.







Peter also reported that they are putting together an Ontario Working
Group and are also at the stage where they are going to start
developing funding support. They are also needing funding (around
$30,000) to get a KW Coordinator so that the Working Group can get off
the ground.
o Outcome 4. Cowbird management program
 MDNR KW Endowment Update and Recommendations – Dan Kennedy, MDNR
 The MDNR Endowment has about $2.3 million in it. The initial goal
working with the previous administration and the USFWS was to build
the endowment so that it would generate about $100-120,000/year,
that would then ultimately fund a cowbird control program. With Dr.
Cooper’s recent research, there likely needs to be conversations in the
next year or two on where should the money go if a cowbird program is
no longer needed. MDNR will eventually meet with USFWS to discuss
this. Scott Hicks, USFWS commented that he agreed with the
benchmarks and it’s exciting to hear the endowment continues to grow.
Monitoring
o 2021 Census Results (a joint press release will be sent out in the near future)
 USFS
 Eric O’Neil reported 1,114 singing males in the Huron-Manistee NF
 Phil Huber reported 16,880 USFS acres occupied, with an average of
15.2 acres per singing male. About 3,000 more acres were occupied
than what they predicted (likely some of the older wildfire areas held
out longer than anticipated).
 MDNR
 Keith Kintigh reported 1,003 singing males in the Northern Lower
Peninsula. Some stats: 21,330 acres occupied. 999 birds were on MDNR
lands, 2 on USFWS lands, and 2 on private lands. Acres on average per
singing male was 21.3 acres.
 Upper Peninsula
 Paul Thompson reported 67 singing males (25 on state land and 42 in
the Hiawatha NF).
 Wisconsin
 Davin Lopez reported 39 singing males.
 Ontario
 Peter Burke reported 22 singing males.
Post-Delisting Monitoring Plan Requirements – Chris Mensing, USFWS
o The following subtopics were agreed to be covered offline, due to time constraints
o Review of agency reporting requirements for PDMP
 Census or representatively sample breeding population
 Duration of expected use
 Evaluate efficacy of new habitat techniques by census or survey for KW
abundance
 Evaluate efficacy of new habitat techniques by selectively surveying for
productivity

Non-breeding Range Subcommittee – Dr. Dave Ewert, Chair
Recording minutes: 3:02:15 – 4:04:10
 Dave Ewert provided updates of new subcommittee members, with various Bahamas National
Trust staff members leaving their positions for other pursuits. Mike Akresh of Antioch University
in NH was added to the subcommittee, along with Falon Cartwright and Giselle Dean of
Bahamas National Trust.
 Giselle Dean reported on data collection done in 2021 by Scott and Bradley from BNT. KWs were
occupying goat farms where mature white sage and black torch plants abounded. She also
reported on the start of nursery work for white sage and black torch plants, which they hope to
expound upon in coming years.
 Current and future work include the Kirtland’s Warbler youth calendar competition, an
upcoming site and scoping visit to Eleuthera, work with farmers and beginning farmer
workshops, and surveys for 2022.
 A video done by the Bahamas National Trust was shown to the attendees, showcasing the work
done on the KW wintering grounds in the Bahamas. The video can be viewed online here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tp6qjP_Xj6g&t=109s
 Mike Petrucha, who gathers migration data for the KW Conservation Team, gave an excellent
migration summary report. For a more expansive set of data, Mike can be reached at
mepetrucha@hotmail.com.

Northern Pines Plains Partnership Introduction - Steve Woods, Conservation Stewardship Director for
Huron Pines
Recording minutes: 4:06:21 – 4:09:08
 Sara Siekierski, USFWS, Seney National Wildlife Refuge, was able to secure Great Lakes
Restoration Initiative (GLRI) funds to explore holistic management in the jack pine ecosystem.
Through that, conversations began with Huron Pines (longstanding members of the KWCT) to
form a partnership to look at many of these issues that go above and beyond KWs. Steve is
leading a group of partners to explore this concept, and those interested in being involved can
reach him at steve@huronpines.org.

DAY TWO:
“Long-Distance Prospecting and Migratory Departure Decisions in Kirtland's Warblers” - Dr. Nathan
Cooper and Eric Margenau
Recording minutes: 22:45 – 1:13:18
 Nathan covered various research projects he’s been working on over the past year, such as
hidden long-distance movements, mixed pine plantations, departure decision making, and
maximum parasitism rate modeling.
o Hidden Long-Distance Movements: They hope to use a new system to study spring
migration survival, carry-over effects (individual instead of year to year variation), and
breeding-season space use. Conclusions from using motus towers are that movements
of KWs are most likely prospecting, and the magnitude of prospecting is much larger
than thought (but likely missed in other species).
o Mixed Pine Plantations: MDNR planted 5 mixed pine stands (25% red pine, 75% jack
pine) in 2015, with goals of increasing the profitably of the habitat planting program.
The first stand became occupied in 2021. With the 16 individuals observed, 53% were in
jack pine, 34% in oak, 12.5% in other/ground, and 0.5% in red pine. All nests were under
jack pine.
 Overall: Mixed support for the mixed pine program. KW will use and breed in
mixed pine, but avoid foraging or nesting in red pine. Pairing rate is lower, and
nesting success was equivalent.
 This is very preliminary data, and the one mixed pine plot is still young. For the
future, monitoring is key, along with moving beyond density (think about pairing
and nesting success).
o Migratory Departure Decision Making in Songbirds: Animals have evolved processes to
predict timing with migration. Early arrival to the breeding grounds is critical, and
departure/arrival is correlated (which predicts reproductive success).




KW depart the Bahamas over a 28-day period (males 1 week before females), and
September departure is over a 20-day period. (no age/sex differences)
To maximize the time they can fly during the first night, they depart shortly after sunset
(probably flying short distances on the first night).

Eric Margenau provided a presentation on “Spatially structured brown-headed cowbird control
measures and their effects on Kirtland’s Warbler long-term population sustainability (a manuscript that
is currently in review that is a collaborative effort by Eric Margenau, Nathan Cooper, Donald Brown,
Deahn Donner, Peter Marra, and Pat Ryan)
 Brown-headed cowbirds (BHC), through brood parasitism, can exert extrinsic population
growth pressures on songbirds. BCH removal programs can reduce parasitism rates but
are also extremely expensive. Some adaptive management strategies need greater
consideration for conservation-reliant species. The goal is to reduce the amount of
human intervention in wildlife conservation.
 This is a two-part paper that provides a field component (confirm BHC rates are low
after suspending trapping in 2018) and a simulation component (determine max
sustainable parasitism rate for KW population and evaluate the effectiveness of an
alternative arrangement of BCH traps).



Takeaways: BCH and nest parasitism of KW continues to remain low. If BCH populations
recovered, KWs could withstand a maximum parasitism rate of 13-18% before the population
would continue to decline.

Kirtland’s Warbler Alliance – Bill Rapai, Executive Director
Recording minutes: 1:13:40 – 1:16:20
 Bill shared a “rough cut” of a video that has been in the process of being created over the past
few years. The script was intended to be forward-moving, thus there is no discussion of
cowbirds, no mention of the KW’s proximity to extinction, but rather focuses on conservation
needs going forward. The video was produced by Dave Case & Associates out of Indiana, who
does lots of work for governmental organizations. Sponsors are USFWS, Morley Family
Foundation, National Alliance of Forest Owners, and the Saginaw Children’s Zoo.
“Recovering America’s Wildlife Act” - Dan Kennedy, MDNR
Recording minutes: 2:05:29 – 2:21:00
 Dan started with a brief history of RAWA…it was first introduced in the House in April 2021 and
then was introduced for the first time with dedicated funding in the Senate in July 2021 (Bills
HR2773 and S2372). RAWA is the most significant investment in fish and wildlife conservation in
a generation. It would have $1.4 Billion (this would cover 75% of the funds needed to conserve
rare species, and states would need to produce the other 25%) annually that would go to state
fish and wildlife agencies and tribal nations for the conservation of rare species and would
implement the congressionally mandated State Wildlife Action Plans, which cover about 12,000
species of greatest conservation need across the country.
 The three organizations “leading the charge” are: a coalition led by the Association of Fish and
Wildlife Agencies, the National Wildlife Federation and the Congressional Sportsmen’s
Foundation. Right now the main charge is getting as many co-sponsors as possible… such as
finding 10 Republicans and 10 Democrats. In Michigan, 10 of our 14 Representatives have
already co-sponsored the House bill.
 The Senate Bill identifies a funding source, which is the civil/criminal penalties generated from
the violations of natural resource laws and regulations.
 The difference in RAWA from this Congress to last Congress, is that this one includes plants
(states that add plants to the Wildlife Action Plan get an additional 5% in funding), and the
apportionment fund that goes to each state has 25% of the formula include federally listed
plants and animals in that state.
 In Michigan, there is a brief draft RAWA strategy for how to implement it if passed, and more
input from partners will be looked for starting in January 2022. Michigan would get $26.1 million
per year for rare species conservation. The match would be $8.7 million, which would be over
$34 million/year in total for fish and wildlife conservation. Michigan does not have plants in its
Wildlife Action Plan, so could not get the additional 5%.
“Exploring Options to Update the Conservation Plan” - Led by Keith Kintigh and Dan Kennedy, MDNR
Recording minutes: 2:21:00 – 2:57:51
 The KWCT has been discussing the need to update the conservation plan for about two years, as
the conservation plan was finalized in 2016 after a multi-year effort. The plan states that it
would be revisited on a 10-year basis, but a lot has changed over the last few years. There is the
delisting, and also a big change in cowbird management.
 Dan provided a brief background on the conservation plan, namely that he, Phil Huber and Kristy
Deloria from USFWS were the primary authors of the plan. It was primarily the three agencies
getting together to develop an agency-focused plan. It was over a two-year process with 3-4
representatives from each agency meeting at the RAM Center routinely to put it together. Once
the rough draft was finalized, it was circulated within the agencies for comments, and they
received hundreds of comments that were incorporated.



















Phil commented that updates to the plan could go one of two ways: perhaps it could be a
minimal revision (just inserting new numbers and updates where needed), or it could be a major
restructuring of the whole document and include new text, thoughts, and ideas.
Chris Mensing replied the USFWS standpoint is that they believe the revisions are a very good
idea and it makes sense to get it up to speed with where the KWCT is, but first there must be a
consensus on what the scale of the revisions should be.
Katie O’Brien offered some questions for consideration, such as “what are our objectives for a
plan revision?” so perhaps a conversation around what we want to be made possible by a
revision would be a first step (do we want it easily searchable, can it be adaptive, etc). As far as
an approach to who should do it, consider that it is a huge investment of time, energy, and
talent, so think about pooling money to purchase time for someone to lead these efforts. Katie
also just wanted to put in a bug for using conservation standards, which is a systems-thinking
approach that helps us to map out the system that we’re operating in and identify the actions
and actors we want to engage in successful KW conservation, and sets us up nicely for having a
business and investment plan.
Phil followed up Katie’s comments by stating that first we should discuss what a plan revision
will change on actual management on the ground, or our relationship with our partners. Before
we all bite off a huge project, we should work together to answer those questions. Carol replied
that it is difficult to get work done through the Expanding the Breeding Range workgroup, when
their work is not currently included in the plan, or their funding sources. She said it is dangerous
to not have our guiding document reflect where we currently are, and where we see ourselves
going.
Dan provided his thoughts, his view is that Section C in the plan are the goals/objectives of what
we want to accomplish, and then the rest of the document, including WI and the non-breeding
plan, are the supporting information. His suggestion would be to prioritize the goals/objectives
in Section C and then outside of that, perhaps a contractor could come in and consolidate the
three plans in to one and update further text in to a whole lifecycle approach.
Keith asked if this conversation should be moved to the Steering Committee, or does the KWCT
want to look to volunteers for compiling an initial plan revision committee. Phil also commented
it would be prudent to bring agency leadership in to the conversation to ensure that they agree
that a plan revision is a proper allocation of time and resources.
Carol agreed the next step is to get agreement from the agencies that a recommendation of
plan revision from the KWCT is acceptable and green-light a process that we can use to update
(whether it’s with a contractor or staff).
Dan provided food for thought that the goals/objectives could be pulled out the main plan so
that it’s only five to six pages long, and the rest of it could be a separate document. The
engagement with new partners would be more easily digestible if we are not handing them a
50-page document. If we have a several-page, much more simple document, it would be an
easier way to engage new groups and partners with KW Conservation.
Next steps/final thoughts: 1) Put together an Ad-Hoc committee together to strategize the
scope and scale of what would be revised, then take it to the KW Steering Committee for
consensus. 2) Get the agencies to green light the recommendations, then 3) Figure out how it
will get done (hiring contractor, staff, etc).

Kirtland’s Warbler Archive Project – Dr. Carol Bocetti, Dr. Dave Ewert, Mike Petrucha
Recording minutes: 2:57:51 – 3:25:42
Notes compiled by speakers and provided to attendees:



We recognize that archive work in 2012 collected, organized and stored KW Recovery Team and
Conservation Team history, processes, and records, but the 2012 effort was not complete and
archive process was not continued. Therefore, another effort must be undertaken to add
material that was missed, and to update material since 2012, and to establish an on-going
process that keep up with archive responsibilities



For future discussions, we will bring in Kirstie Heidenreich and Bill Rapai. We recommend the
formation of an Ad Hoc Archive Working Group (which includes an IT person) to address the
following topics/questions.

Topics discussed:
 1) What organizational format should the future archive take? We suggest modifying categories
of archive to match the new annotated bibliography of Petrucha et al. 2021 (see category
comparison below)

Old KW Archive
KW Agreements
KW Articles
KW Bird Records
KW Books
KW Correspondence
KW Interviews
KW Maps, Misc,. Outreach, Photos
KW Plans
KW Policy
KW Press Releases
KW Profiles
KW Radio and Film
KW Reports
KWRT Minutes
KW Thesis and Dissertations

KW Bibliography Categories
KW Life History
- Breeding Biology
- Nest Parasitism & Predation
- Winter Biology
- Full Life Cycle (connectivity)
- Migration
KW Descriptions & Physical Appearance
KW Breeding Habitat
KW Winter Habitat
KW Census & Monitoring
KW Plans & Agreements
KW Conservation Process thru the years
Human Dimensions
Miscellaneous

2) What physical format and location should the future archive take? We suggest maintaining
both electronic version and physical hardcopy of past and future archive materials. At a
minimum, a list of all electronic and physical archive items should exist in both electronic and
hardcopy form. We must decide which items should be archived in electronic, hardcopy or
both. The location for electronic archive should be the KWCT google drive? Or website? (talk to
Bill Rapai) Decisions regarding what can be public facing must be made (eg. KW locations for 1015 years?). Physical location must be secured at Kirtland Community College, or an alternative
location must be found.
3) How will archive update get accomplished? We suggest hiring a contractor (suggest Mike
Petrucha) to complete the task. Funding should be solicited to complete the work as soon as
possible. We suggest the following scope of work:
a) merge old archive items from old categories into new bibliography categories

b) incorporate material from before 2012 that was not previously included (eg. Old
census records, Recovery Team members’ files)
c) add material since 2012 (or when previous project completed)
d) physical hardcopies and recordings should be secured and arranged to match new
archive categories (index?)
An estimate of the number of hours for the scope of work is required to determine the amount
of funding to pay a contractor.
4) Access to all files must be granted to accomplish this job. We recommend that partner
agencies grant this access without FOIA requests from hired contractor who is representing the
Conservation Team.
5) How will archives be maintained? We recommend the responsibility of maintaining the
archive remain a job duty of the coordinator of the KWCT. Once this current archive update is
completed, then future additions will be managed by the coordinator.

Kirtland’s Warbler Festival and GeoTrail Update - Mike Petrucha, Chair of KW Festival
Recording minutes: 3:30:45 – 3:36:40
 An in-person festival is planned for June 4, 2022 in Roscommon, MI. It will be partnered with
Roscommon-Higgins Lake Chamber of Commerce.
 Last year the festival was virtual due to Covid. All virtual KW Festival presentations can be
viewed online at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNkRcVGQa2RsuhgSsIWGEmw/featured.
Updated information can be viewed continually on the KW Festival Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/kirtlandwarblerfestival. The festival also has a Twitter account:
@KWFestival1.
 Kirtland’s Warbler GeoTrail (KWGT): As of October 4, 2021, the 25 KWGT geocaches have been
found 4,140 times by 445 individual geocachers and have earned 518 favorite points. There has
been a total of 138 coins earned, including 11 so far this year. Recently, 3 people came up from
Tennessee and 1 from Pennsylvania to do the trail.
 Virtual Kirtland’s Warbler Festival Adventure Lab: As of October 4 2021, the adventure lab has
been completed 52 times, 30 so far in 2021. The adventure consists of 5 labs, each representing
a different aspect of the KW Festival.
 Virtual tour screenshots:

